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Abstract. Cell phones are becoming increasingly more sophisticated,
and such ”Smart” phones are a growing front end to access the web and
internet applications . They are often used in a multiple modes – for
instance for both personal and business purposes. Enterprises that allow
employees to use the phones in this dual mode need to protect the information and applications on such devices and control their behavior. This
paper describes an approach that integrates declarative policies, context
and OS level device control to enforce security by creating multiple personas for the device. We describe the approach, and present a proof of
concept implementation on Android.

1

Introduction

Mid to high end smartphones have become commonplace in corporate settings.
The same smartphone is used in a corporate as well as personal setting, has
both types of applications, and stores both personal and corporate data. This
can lead to signiﬁcant security concerns. Sensitive data can be compromised by
making the device behave inappropriately using one of the installed applications,
or by hacking into the device using its connectivity to public networks. Data
can even be compromised by the device being lost, or someone stealing the
removable storage media or the device itself. While we illustrate this problem
using a corporate / personal dual persona situation, more generally we might
want the device to have multiple personas. For instance, one when it is connected
to a trusted network, another when it is in a particular location (oﬃce vs home),
and yet another when we are using a particular application. We address this
problem by forcing the device to isolate its functionality and behave diﬀerently
when being used in diﬀerent contexts using a middleware layer.
We argue that a set of applications, data, and device capabilities are relevant
to a context, which we call a device persona. Each such persona should have
its own sandbox to run, and should be isolated from other personas. What
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is permitted within this sandbox needs to be dictated by the corresponding
policy. We propose a security mechanism in which the device functions in distinct
modes, and speciﬁcally show an implementation for separating personal use from
enterprise use.
For example, the enterprise may want to specify in a policy that device capabilities like 802.11, Bluetooth, and GPRS are unrestricted while in the personal
mode. However, if the user wishes to read their oﬃcial email, it requires the
device to switch to the enterprise mode. In this mode, the policy directs the enforcement mechanisms on the device to disable the Cellular radio and Bluetooth,
and limit access via 802.11 interfaces to the enterprise VPN. The device platform
is modiﬁed to actually enforce the issued policies. The enterprise VPN server is
entrusted with the task to verify the login credentials of the user requesting to
switch to the enterprise mode and to verify the authenticity of the device before
granting network resources to the device. The device authentication is carried
out by ensuring that the device is actually running the customized build of the
platform distributed by the enterprise. We describe a proof of concept implementation carried out by customizing the Android Donut Mobile platform. Note
that our approach builds on top of existing mechanisms such as link encryption
and user authentication – it does not supplant them. Moreover, it also does not
obviate the need for malware detection and remediation systems.

2

Related Work

Most of the current systems for device level security work on a per application
basis, typically at install. For instance in Android1 , each application typically
gets its own uid. All permissions it needs are predeclared (and signed) by the
developer. At install time, these permissions are either granted to the uid or
not based, amongst others, on interactions with the user. This is very coarse
grained control. Ideally, the decision on whether or not to grant a request to
access device features from an application should be based on the context of
the device and the user. For instance, an enterprise may have a policy that cell
phones with cameras are not allowed to take pictures inside the oﬃce, or that
they must be in vibrate mode when in a meeting room. These are all instances of
the context of the device, as captured in the policy of the space it happens to be
in. Similar context dependant policies arise from the user’s perspective. A user
might want to make his Bluetooth device discoverable when at home or oﬃce,
but not otherwise. We posit that a context dependent, policy driven security
mechanism is best suited for device capability security.
Access control is a very well studied topic in literature, with a variety of models that have been developed over four decades of work. We focus here on two
works of immediate relevance. The ﬁrst, by Jansen et al[2] suggests that devices
such as PDAs be provided enterprise security policies (in XML) on a smart card.
These policies would describe access/noaccess decisions for speciﬁc device features. The PDA would run a trusted kernel which would enforce these policies.
1
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The focus there was to provide policies, not base them on changing context. We
extended this approach in our prior work[5] and showed that a pointer to such a
policy could be sent over the 802.11 beacons, so that a “smart space” could point
a device to its acceptable use policy. Our proposed approach builds upon some
of these ideas. Susilo [6] identiﬁed the risks and threats of handheld devices connected to the internet. Since the mobile device is not subject to physical security
as are the ﬁxed computers in the wired networks, it is susceptible to attacks and
hence can potentially host malicious code while it is in some untrusted network
and try to propagate it, once back in the home network. Another scenario involves a temporary user granted access to the network injecting malicious code
into the network.
Our system uses a declarative policy-based approach, where the rules of behaviour, or the boundaries of the sandbox, of entities in a variety of environments
are described in a machine-understandable speciﬁcation language. Policy driven
systems can even be engineered so as to be extremely lightweight on resource
constrained devices[5]. Semantic web languages such as RDF and OWL prove a
natural choice for such policy languages.
Policy driven security has been looked at by several academic research groups
over the last decade. Rei [3] is an example of a declarative policy language that
uses Semantic Web technologies to describe policies as constraints over allowable
and obligated actions on resources in the environment. Rei is, of course, just
one of the recent eﬀorts to develop declarative policy languages. Most are not,
unlike Rei, motivated by the security and privacy issues in open systems such
as ubiquitous computing. These include industry standards such as XACML [4],
but also academic eﬀorts such as Ponder [1].

3

Design Approach

Android is a free, open source, and fully customizable mobile platform by Google
and the Open Handset Alliance. Before we discuss our implementation in the
next section, there is a present a quick overview of three relevant components
of the Android platform viz. services, intent broadcasts and security. A more
general discussion of Android is beyond the scope of this paper. However, note
that security is enforced at the process level through standard Linux facilities,
such as user and group IDs that are assigned to applications. The permissions
required by an application are declared statically in that application, so they
can be known up-front at install time and will not change after that.
A service runs in the background for an indeﬁnite period of time. Most core
system functions are carried out by services. A broadcast receiver receives and
reacts to broadcast announcements. Many broadcasts originate in system code
to notify the rest of the system about a state change. Services and broadcast
receivers are activated by asynchronous messages called intents. These intents
name the action being announced making the concerned service handle the state
as required.
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There are several possible approaches to provide each persona with its own
sandbox. The most obvious approach is to build in separation at the application
level using the access control mechanisms provided by the OS. However, these
are generally limited in most mobile platforms. More importantly, they can be
easily overriden by the user. Another possibility is to introduce modiﬁcations at
the kernel level. This approach is based on the idea of Jansen et al.[2]. However,
this approach adds an extra layer to check to every access request thus raising
the overhead signiﬁcantly.
For Android, we consider an alternate approach that creates each sandbox
as a “mode” similar to built in modes like the “Airplane mode”. While such
modes merely switch oﬀ certain functionality by default, they can be extended
to perform the functions we need. We add such modes to the stock Android
distrubution (1.6) and build a customized image from source to achieve our objectives. We utilized the Android system services to disable interfaces at the
framework level. This also allows us to work with the Android security mechanisms and disable user controls in device settings preventing manipulation of
the functioning in the modes, and not allowing functionality to be added to
the sandbox by the user. Moreover, this approach makes it easier to work with
Android networking for authentication procedures and the Volume daemon for
working with accessibility of ﬁle-systems, both of which are useful for providing
the sandbox. To keep the initial implementation simple, we start with the policy
expressed in XML, and directly describe the device constraints.

4

Implementation

For our implementation on the Android platform, certain setup functions are
performed during initialization of the device. An application has been created
for the purpose of accepting the user’s enterprise login credentials. The user
settings interface presents a button to issue the command for switching back
and forth between the two modes.
During the boot process, the device reads the enterprise policy from the policy
ﬁle (included as part of the build) and conﬁgures enterprise mode accordingly.
The volume daemon detects the external storage card and stores its conﬁguration
and mount point. The device boots up in the personal mode. On receiving the
boot completed intent, the mount service on the device unmounts the external
storage reserved for the enterprise mode.
The user opens the application for entering enterprise login credentials. When
the user issues the command for switching the mode, the credentials are sent to
the enterprise server for validation. In our prototype, we use IBM’s internal
single sign on system to validate the user.
An intent is generated to indicate the switch to the new mode and is broadcast to inform the rest of the device. The services corresponding to each of the
radio interfaces execute the handler for this intent. The handler decides if the
radio interface is sensitive to the enterprise mode and enables or disables the
corresponding radio based on the policy. The status icons on the user interface
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are updated to present the current status of various wireless interfaces on the device. The user interface buttons corresponding to each of these radios also handle
this intent and enable or disable their interface presence. In our example policy demonstrated in the screenshots, all network connections are disabled when
in enterprise mode, and only the VPN connection to the enterprise gateway is
permitted. This will prevent data leaks on any network path.
The mount service invokes the volume daemon to mount or unmount the external SD storage. We mount it for enterprise mode, and unmount it for regular
usage. For added security, the ﬁlesystem on the SD card could be encrypted.
The key, instead of being stored locally on the device, would be provided by the
enterprise gateway via the encrypted VPN channel upon successful authentication. Note that we chose to keep the on device ﬂash ﬁlesystem encryption free
to comply with FCC mandates on smartphones that they be allowed to boot
into a mode allowing calls to 911. An Android application can store data on
the device memory itself which is private to that application ensured through
linux ﬁle-system permissions. However, any data stored on the external storage
is not secured. Thus, in our implementation, the external storage is reserved
for enterprise data and can be accessed only in the enterprise mode. The external storage in Android is handled by the Volume daemon. The external storage
is unmounted as soon as the user switches to the personal mode. We show in
Figure 1, the disabling of the radios/network and mounting of the external SD
card in response to a successful authentication into the enterprise mode.
The user can go back to the personal mode by unselecting the enterprise mode.
In our present implementation, no authentication is done for this reverse switch,
although it could be easily added if desired.

Fig. 1. Authentication with enterprise server successful. Radios mentioned in enterprise
policy get disabled. SD card mounted.
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An Android source patch has been created for ease of application of the modiﬁcation made to the platform to the original source code. This modiﬁed source
can be built for an actual android device to generate a system image. This system image can then be signed by the enterprise for installing onto real devices.
The customized Android build can be ﬂashed to devices and then distributed to
employees of the organization. New policy ﬁles and build patches can be supplied by the enterprise network to the devices wirelessly using the Android OTA
(over-the-air) update mechanism. We note that arbitrary personas can be created using our system that are speciﬁc to the particular needs of an enterprise or
organization. Each persona can specify an arbitrary combination of functionality
that is available.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

Devices such as smartphones are increasingly being used in both personal and
professional/enterprise context. This creates serious security concerns about loss
of data from the compromise or loss of the phone. Devices can also be attacked
using their network connections. We have proposed a solution to this problem by
having the device take on multiple personas, each corresponding to a sandbox
where certain applications and device functionalities are allowed. What functionalities are allowed are based on the needs of the mode (e.g. personal, enterprise,
travel hotspot, etc.) and are speciﬁed by a declarative policy.
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